I created three businesses during the Projects Course: a Pet Nanny business, a Virtual Assistant
business for small business owners, and Reiki practitioner for those hospitalized. All three emerged
from my heart with information to structure them as businesses. They all meet my needs: I can now
love and care for animals, use my administrative talents to serve small businesses, and serve those
who are ill. Amazingly, the businesses were up and running before the end of the course. When
stuck, the private sessions with Diana sky-rocketed me into clarity and a new level of creativity. This
course is incredible for bringing into creation Heart-sourced projects that are your soul’s journey.
Don't miss it! LL Bloomington, IL

COMING ....

TAKE THE NEXT HUGE STEP IN YOUR LIFE!

THE PROJECT COURSE:
With Diana Vela
A Powerful Phone Conference Course
“Of all the courses that I have done with Diana, and they all have been magnificent,
The Projects Course has been the most profound, most stretching. It takes me to
places I have always dreamed of but never had the courage to transcend.
My old ways of being, of staying small, is getting blown out of the water. I know
without a shadow of doubt my project, my dream, my vision will be realized.”
Thank you Diana, Thank You! MT, Gold Coast, Australia

ALLOW YOURSELF A MONUMENTAL ACCOMPLISHMENT...

10 Weekly Sessions for those who have ‘Heart work’ experience
One private session for participants that have no Heart work experience as a prerequisite prior to
beginning the course
Please Note: The Project Course is limited to 14 participants only –

Reserve Your space now!
Bring to life a project of brilliance selected by your heart, waiting dormant within you.
At last, take it through its stages of creation to completion. The is the place for it
to come to life, working with the Heart and the spirit of your Soul, the group, and with
Diana in a structured, active, powerful environment that is assured success. Invest in
yourself, invest in your spirited ideas that you have been yearning to bring to life. Allow
this project to be the effortless bridge that brings peace to your heart, freedom to your
spirit, money, abundance, joy, as well as opens the well of creativity that is of great
service to yourself and possibly many others.

“I have never had the chance to fully focus on what I love to do combined with my life
goals. The Project Course is easily the most intense and productive course I have ever
done. It is challenging, rewarding, exactly what I needed with results beyond my
expectation. It is just vital for me to get on with the work I was meant to do. Attend
the projects course? It would be crazy not to." CS, Austin, TX

This Projects class will most likely be the most empowering course
I have every offered you.

This has been one of the busiest times of my life and yet, with the ongoing support and work
of The Projects Course, I am transcending all the distractions and ‘side-tracking’ that stopped
me in the past and I am able to manifest my project that came from my Heart. It is truly a
miracle!!! I am so proud of myself!! Additionally, it has been very powerful and effective to
have the option to have the 2 additional Heart consultations with Diana to accelerate the
process. Thank you Diana, this course is turning out to be the ultimate. With enormous
gratitude... AB- Ft Lauderdale, FL.

**I am offering 2 personal Heart coaching sessions as support during this course if you would
like to include them. It includes two-30 minute personal coaching sessions at a reduced rate of
$50 each (they are usually $75). You can schedule each at a time you most need the personal
Heart coaching/consulting support. The total $100 coaching fee is rolled into your tuition as
well as your payment plan.

Tuition and Payment Plans:
Tuition 1: $400 course alone. Pay in full, or payment plan of $150 deposit with payment of $125 session
#4 and $125 session #8.
Tuition 2: include two-30 minute sessions: $500. Pay in full, or payment plan of $200 deposit at
registration with payment of $150 at session #4 and $150 at session #8.

To register online:

go to Register Here, Select: Phone Conference, The Project Course,
Location: By telephone. Fill out the form and pay either the deposit if choosing the payment plan or
pay the full tuition.

CHECK CALENDAR FOR UPCOMING PROJECTS COURSE DATES

"The Projects Course has created movement in my life in ways I did not think
were possible. This happened early in the course and I was so amazed at the
synchronicities that have taken place. I feel that it is a beginning of a whole new
existence for me"
MT - Melbourne, Australia

